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Teacher Proof/Indifferent

Teacher ProofTrajectories are 

changed with 

Quality of 

Instruction



 “… average gains in learning across classrooms, even 
classrooms within the same school, are very different. Some 
teachers year after year produce bigger gains in student 
learning than other teachers. The magnitude of the 
differences is truly large, with some teachers producing 1.5 
years of gain in acheivement in an academic year while 
others with equivalent students produce only ½ year of gain. 
In other words, two students starting at the same level of 
achievement can know vastly different amounts at the end of 
a single academic year due solely to the teacher to which 
they are assigned. If a bad year is compounded by other 
bad years, it may not be possible for the student to recover.” 

p. 467, Hanushek, 2011



No Effect for 

“Special” Instruction
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What is Teaching?

https://www.abainternational.org/about-

us/policies-and-positions/students-rights-to-

effective-education,-1990.aspx

Morningside Model of Generative Instruction 

and Kent Johnson



What You DO Makes a Difference
Teaching Effect 

Size

Quality of teaching 0.77

Reciprocal 

Teaching

0.74

Teacher-Student 

Relationship

0.72

Providing Feedback 0.72

Teaching student 

self-verbalization

0.67

Meta-Cognition 

Strategies

0.67

Direct Instruction 0.59

Mastery Learning 0.57

Average 0.68

Working 

Conditions

Effect Size

Within-class 

grouping

0.28

Adding $ 0.23

Reducing Class 

Size

0.21

Ability Grouping 0.11

Multi-Grade/Age 

Classes

0.04

Open v. Traditional

Classes

0.01

Summer break -0.09

Retention -.016

Average 0.08

Source: Hattie (2009)



What you DO makes a difference
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When Student Learning is our 

Compass
 “Right” actions 

identified.

 Actions improve 

learning. 

 Midstream 

adjustments are 

possible. 

Selecting something that is likely to work is a good 

first step, but once something is implemented, the 

most important function of leadership is 

ensuring that desired outcomes are reached and 

sustained over time. 



Activity 1
 http://etc.ch/bSph

http://etc.ch/bSph


Yield = Effect / Cost

We can tolerate less-precise tactics when 

less-precise tactics are sufficient.

Emphasize more efficient intervention 

delivery like classwide intervention



Consider Costs
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Measure and Report Costs
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Use Class-wide Intervention



Look for Lagging Classes– and 

Respond

14



Make Sure All Students Grow



When Managed, Classwide

Intervention Works!

Absolute Risk 

Reduction

Number Needed to 

Treat

All Students 15% 7

Students receiving F/R Lunch 18% 6

Students receiving Special 

Education Services

39% 3

Low-Performing Students 44% 2

16

Source: VanDerHeyden, McLaughlin, Algina, & Snyder, 2012; VanDerHeyden & 

Codding, 2015



What is the Most Common 

Way Teachers Try to Change 

Behavior

Align Instructional Strategy 

with Student Proficiency



Acquisition

Child response is inaccurate

Fluency

Child response is accurate but slow

Generalization

Child response is fluent

Salient cues, frequent & high-level 

prompting, immediate feedback, 

more elaborate feedback, sufficient 

exemplars of correct/incorrect, 

controlled task presentation.

Intervals of practice, opportunities 

to respond, delayed feedback, 

ensure reinforcement for more 

fluent performance.

Cues to generalize, corrective feedback for 

application and problem-solving, 

systematic task variation, fading of support.

Interactions that DO Work



Avoid Over-Assessment

 Are we making a difference?

 Are we changing the odds?

 In a recent study of ours, we found some teachers within the same 

district gave up to 12 reading screenings in a year to all students. 

We also found that assessment frequency negatively correlated 

with year-end test scores (r = −0.29).

19





Effect Stealers/Diminishers

 Believing psychometric data will tell us something 

that has consequential validity (i.e., help us plan 

instruction that improves the child’s outcome).

 That if we select the right intervention, our work is 

done.

 Giving a half-dose (or less) of intervention



Activity 2: Costs & ROI
 What are the costs associated with 

 Screening assessments?

 Intervention materials?

 Professional developments?

 What is the return on investment? How do you know?



In Medicine, In Business

 The most expensive care, is not always the best care.

 Gawande – we need more performance management 

due to the complexity of our work

1. Study the failures

2. Checklist of key actions/ “pause points”

3. Implementation



Active Ingredients

 Correct and early identification of risk

 Correct selection of intervention tactic and skill level

 Effective deployment of intervention to whole classes 

and individual students

 Addressing system targets

 Integration with core instruction via leadership (hiring, 

retaining, coaching, allocating support, material 

purchases, goals)



Pay Attention to Evidence, but 

Know that

 Treatment effects are small & incremental.

 Treatment effects are not constant.

 Ratio of signal to noise in education is huge.

 Interactions are RARE.



Let’s Do What Works

“The challenge is not about knowing what to do, it’s getting 

people to do it.” David Tilly

For all we know, how have we not managed to ensure every child 

experiences effective instruction?



Technical Leadership versus 

Adaptive Leadership

http://nirn.fpg.unc.edu/learn-implementation/implementation-drivers



Technical Leaders v. Adaptive 

Leaders
 Technical leaders are good managers. They are:

 Engaged

 Quick to recognize and respond to issues that arise

 Organize groups to solve problems

 Regularly produce desired results

Technical Leadership 

Zone of Less 
Complexity; Tactics are 

clear

Adaptive Leadership

Zone of Greater Complexity 
where tactics are not known 

& agreed upon



When Change is the Goal

“When systems undergo change, the natural tendency of those in the 

system is to look to those in authority to minimize the tension of change and 

regain stability. However, when change is the goal, formal authority can get 

in the way of leadership because it is designed to maintain systems, not to 

help people overcome their natural tendencies to maintain the status 

quo. When organizations and systems are being changed on purpose, 

adaptive leadership is needed to manage the change process.” (National 

Implementation Research Network).



Activity 3
 Jot a definition for adaptive leadership. Reflect on your 

own capacity for adaptive leadership. How can you 

cultivate adaptive leadership among your school 

leaders?



Advice for Tellers
 Attitude of interest and curiosity

 Avoid leading and rhetorical questions. Minimize confronting questions.

 Draw someone out.

 Ask questions to which you do not already know the answer.

 When you don’t understand answer, ask for an example.

 Don’t rush in with answers until you understand what the learner needs to 
know (they may not– often do not--ask the right questions).

 Scripted questions get scripted answers.

 Consider, “have you ever thought of this before?” before telling.

 Have “here and now humility” (Schein).

 Confrontational questions burn a lot of trust– monitor timing, tone of voice, 
and make sure good motive.



Build Credibility

Leader makes 
self 

vulnerable to 
learn info

Leader uses 
info to 

improve 
outcomes. 
Does not 
punish.

Increased 
probability of 
leader being 

given 
important info 
in the future



Don’t Bring Data to a Faith Fight –
John Hosp



In the Context of System 

Change,

 Elmore (2002): "For every increment of performance I 

demand from you, I have an equal responsibility to 

provide you with the capacity to meet that expectation" 

(p 5).



Trust

 Is believing that the other person will

 acknowledge me, 

 not take advantage of me, 

 not embarrass or humiliate me, 

 tell me the truth, 

 not cheat me, but rather work on my behalf and support 

the goals we have agreed to.

 Edgar Schein, Humble Inquiry



Pearls
 Cultivate an enabling context for the effort (requires 

disruption of the status quo)

 Identify an “external” facilitator

 Take one slice of the system and implement fully (NIRN 

calls this the “Transformation Zone”)

 Leaders available for rapid response to issues

 Outcomes oriented frequent evaluation with a database 

to guide decisions, adjustments



Purpose of a Pilot

“enabling system components 
are developed and tested in real 
time allowing effective functions, 

roles, and structures to be 
established and errors to be 

quickly detected and corrected 
in daily practice.”

Coherent System for Technical 
Implementation Emerges: 

Subsequent Efforts are 
Systematic Replications



One Grade Per School

15 Schools Across Regions

15 school teams
Demonstrate Technical Mastery of New 

Model

PaTTAN Coaches

5 Regional Coaches
Demonstrate Technical Mastery of new 

Model

Pennsylvania Department of Education (PaTTAN)

State Leaders, External Trainers Resource Allocation, Monitoring
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“… trustworthiness goes beyond integrity to include real 

competence. You have to be true to your word, but also 

very good at what you do.” Fullan



Know the Key Ingredients



Tend to Your Slow-Adopters



Accountability

Executive

Manager

Supervisor

Front-line



Great Teaching only Happens by 

Design, Intention, & Follow-Up

TEACHER-STUDENT



“If you’re not first, you’re 

last.”– Ricky Bobby

What are our espoused 
values?

What are our tacit 
assumptions?

Are our reward 
systems in sync 

with our espoused 
values?



“If teacher accountability is to create successful students, 

what is the accountability of the other staff? It is actually 

quite simple. Every staff member’s charge is to help 

teachers be successful. The only reason any education 

staff exists at the school, county, state, or federal level is to 

help the teacher educate children more effectively. Right 

away you can see that accountability in these jobs should 

be primarily for valuable behaviors that have a direct link 

or connection to increased student learning.”

Aubrey Daniels, 2013, p. 82



All Adults– ALL learners



Manage your Message



If you don’t know where you are, 

you are LOST.



EVERYONE Grows

“In today’s context the measurement technologies ought to become integral parts of 

instruction designed to make a difference  in the lives of children and not just a 

prediction  about their lives.” Reynolds, 1975



Activity 4
 Identify systems that don’t “talk” to each other.

 What ideas from innovative technologies could help 

systems connect and function as a whole?



Typical Education Approach

Add 
Components

Increases 
Complexity

Decreases 
Probability of 
Correct Use

Innovation 
Not Working



Environmental 
Support/Competing 

Demands

Implementation

Teacher Skill & 
Capacity



Use your Analytical Know-How
Barriers/Punishers for 

Implementation

Rewards for Implementation

Lack of skill Child learning gains

Lack of materials Positive appreciation from admin

Lack of time to implement Recognition among peers

Lack of follow-up or progress 

monitoring (no knowledge if working)

Positive appreciation from family

Complex and resource intensive Change of role or opportunities for 

new work

Minimize, remove, 

attenuate

Facilitate immediacy, 

frequency, quality. Make 

less predictable.



A Better Way: Implementation 

Chain

How to Get Started: 
Upload Rosters

How-To Brief 
Screening

How-To Brief 
for Classwide 
Intervention

How-To Brief 
for Individual 
Intervention

How-To Brief to 
Understanding 

Your Data

Screening Occurs

Classwide

Intervention Starts

Individual 

Intervention Starts

Teacher Logs 

In, Approves 

Roster
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A B C

• Minimize Steps

• Minimize Adults

• Make Easy to 

Use

• In-Class Training

• Acceptable to 

Teacher

• Intervention Use 

(quality, 

consistency)

• Child Response

• ?



With Antecedent Supports

10%



With Consequent Supports

Performance Feedback100%



A B C

• Minimize Steps

• Minimize Adults

• Make Easy to 

Use

• In-Class Training

• Acceptable to 

Teacher

• Intervention Use 

(quality, 

consistency)

• Child Response

• Feedback

• Graphed

• Tied to child 

improvement

• Weekly



Innovations



Activity 5
 Pick an app. 

 How does the app:

1. Attract users and use

2. Engage users

3. Retain users



Innovations in Education?
 Formative Assessment

 Personalized Learning

 Technology supported instructional delivery



Coach/Admin Dash



 Intervention Progress

 Intervention Consistency

Average Weeks per Skill

Coach Visit Re-set



What are the Consequences 

of our Actions?

 Is risk going down?

 Who is vulnerable (still)?

 Are vulnerable students 

growing/catching up?



Let’s Do What Works

 RTI = scaling of effective instruction.

 For all we know, how have we not managed to ensure 

every child accesses effective instruction?
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